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NOTE ON A CIRCULAR GUBIG. HAVING ONE OR
MORE SEXTACTIC POINTS AT INFINITY

HARDIDAS BAGCHI e di BISWARUP MUKHERJI
pr

Introduction. - ’rhe present investigation relates
sextactic
a
uf
As
types
lmatter of convenience, the entire paper has beel divided i~lto
tear sections. See I deals in the first instance with the
at
conditions for a circular cubic 1’ to have its real point
infinity and its double focus ( 0) tu be sextactic, theu follows
the connecting link betweel the two conditions. Then Sec II
outlines an alternatice metl~ud ut’ a5eertainily the conditions
for II tu be a sextactic point, which has the advantage of iinding the actual equation of the osculating conic at AB (if and
when
Thirdly, Sec III deals (in the manner of Sec II)
with the conditional determination of the osculating conies at
to
the twu circular points I , .I ,
tile latter portion of this se~·tion classifies 1’ into two categories.
according as the three points ](,1, J (supposed sextactic) are
9 cogiiate * or «non - cogilate (1) . Special proiiiiiieti(-e is gi yell
to the first category of ctibics, for which If, 1, .I are « cO~11ate ~
sextactic points ; it is shewn ttrther that this type of cubic i.;
matter
also ~ietirmble as a « central . circular cubic, endowed~
of cottrse with u clmracteristic property expressible in t(2riii~.
to the

special category
points
infinity and
at

of circular

cubit’s, possessing

to uther

(~) Pervenuta ivi Rcdaziunc il 2 sottembre
(~) Two sextactic points (uf a enbic) bavp
when they possess a ~0~lG~)EO~z tangential.

1950.
liere been

t«iiiieLl « cvgtiate »
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of the triad of «cognate» sextactic conics at infinity. Lastly,
Sec IV deals with the projective generalisation of the property
(,just mentioned) to the most yerzeral type of bicursal cubic (cir-

cular

otherwise).
Although the subject-matter
or

is classical in origin, and there
casual references to
results, still the paper is believed to embody a decent amount of original matter.
are

SECTION I.
,

1. - Condition for the real
circular cubic r to be sextactic.

point K

at

infinity

2. - Condition for the double focus 0 to be

a

on

a

sextactic

point.
1. - ivitli the double focus taken as the urigin and the real
asymptote taken parallel to the axis of !/, the equation uf a circular cubic r assumes the form :

where

ax -~-- br~ -~- ~; = 0 represents

the sateltite to the line at

infinity.
Let K be the real point at iufinity on rand h" its tangefitial. Then I( is sextactio, if and only if K’ is an inflexion.
0 and
But K’ is none other than the intersection of x -- ~
+ -F c 0 and has, therefore, for its co-ordinates :
=

=

A.n arbitrary transversal
in t.he form :

through K’,

which may be taken
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(where ~L is

points,

and,

a

whose

therefore,

will cut (1) at two other
ordinates will satisfy the equation :

disposable parameterj
co

elilninant ut’

alsu the

(:~)

allo ~3) ,

Cunsequently [(’ is an inflexion, provided
(1.. B for which (4) is identical with:

a

Identification of (4) aud
whuse ~2013 eliminant, vit

(5) gives

that there exists

rise to two

equations,

must then be the necessary and sWicient condition for the cubic I’
to have K for

a

sextactic

point.

2. - The

cubic r being supposed to be given by
the equation (1) ul’ Art. 1, we shall now investigate the condition
fur the double focus (i . e . , the origin U) to be a sextactic point
on I’ .
In the first place we observe that 1’ will have 0 for an
point, if and only if

and

that, subject

A

is, by
I

~ .....

tu this

condition, the equation

to !’ reduces to

g-lanee at (2) shows that the tangential 0’ uf’ 0 , which
the way, the intersection of (2) with the taiigent at 0 1-’1:1; .
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is

designable

also

as

the intersection of

(3)

and

Noticing that 0 will be sextactic when and only when 0’
is an inflexion and eiiiploying a mude of 1’8a5Ulllll~’~ similar to
that of Art 1, we fiiiI withuut 11luch difficulty that the point 0
will be sextactic provided that, uver and abuve the l_’Ulld1ti011 ( 1 ) ,
the special relatiun :

is satisfied .

RecogniE;ing that the condition (6) of Art. 1 is automatically
satisfied as 5uuu as the two conditions (1) and (4) of the present
article are assittued to hold, we are squarely led to the following
theorem:
TH~OHJ4..~I A. - Il
its double foc:rcs
real

point

at

a
fur
infinity j’on

cnbic
a

a

(GOc;rcrsccl or tcrGictrr~srrl)
point, it narest have its
hotml.

For ubviuus reasuiis, tlie
converse of the above theurem
is not generally true. Appeal to A priori reasoning, however,
shews that a Ijto(L~Gft~’~L~ foriii of cunverse theorelll is valid. In
point of fact, if I~ be a sextactic point aud 0 lies un the cubic,
it is easy to see that 0 also will be of the sextactic type. Hence
the following.
°

_

THKOKKM B. - I f the double for;rcs o
real hoint at
Laes ora its
also be
point, then the double focus

by

cubic
f any
infi nit!l is a sextactic
of the sex tactic type.

3. - In this article we propose to verify Theurems A and B
Principle of Residuation.
I , J , K being, as before the two circular points and the

the
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real point at infinity, and the double focus being supposed to
lie on the curve, we have the following equations of residuation:

Manifestly (1), (2), (~), when associated
relation
rein A.

if,

lead to

[60]=0
on

t6 I~ ~ ] = 0,

[6 K] = 0 ,

with the additional
thus confirming Theo-

the uther hand, (1), (2) and (3) be associated with
then [ $ O ] = 0 follows automatically, thereby con-

firming Theureni B.

~S1,CTfON II.

be

a

1. - Alternative investigation of the condition for K to
sextactic point on 1’.

2. - Determination of the
,when sextactic.

4. We shall

osculating conic at

K, if and

matliue an utclet~c~zcle»t lllethod, which
determmes not only the criterion fur I~ to be a sextactic point
but also the actual equation of the associated sextactic conic
now

(when ex i~tel~t).

Keeping
Section,
following

we

T~Pt

where

rt

tu the nutations and conventions uf the

start with the

equation

form :

tis

put:l

is

an

foregoing

of a circular cubic F in the

para meter.
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Solving (2)

for x

and y ,

we

get :

9

Substiti tiui of

which

cau

(3)

i 11

be reduced to the form :

utily if it is feasible
rameter it cul~5isteutly with
if and

Evidently the
eliminant,

the 11,

the

reduces it to the form ;

(1)

-

whule
i. c.,

That is to say, when
form:

to choose the

the

pair

thing hinges
on

single disposable

pa-

of conditions :

the

on

evanescence

of

accuminudlted

to

the condition :

(6) holds,

1’

can

be

symbolic

where the constant k and the conic /3

are

defined

by:
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and

right line IT touches the conic ~S at a real
infinity (say, K) we conclude, on the strength of the
point
lemna (2) quoted below, that the equation (7) represents a cubic,
having a six-pointic contact wih ~S’ at
provided that the
relation (6) holds. To be more explicit, -rvhen the condition (6)
is fc~l falled, the circular cccbic f, defined by ( 1 ) , will have its
real point at infinity, vix. K for a sextactic point, the osculating ( i . e . , six - poinlic) conic thereat being the conic ~S’ ,
defined by (9).
Now sirice the
at

8ECTIO~ III.

1. - Conditions for the circular
to be sextactic points on 1’ .
2. -

Equations

points (at infinity) I,

to the associated sextactic conics

J

(when

existent) .
A circular cubic 1’
5.
CARTESIAN form :

we now

as

taken in the

before,

_

propose to find the condition that the circular point I
is .r~ + iy
0) may be a sextactic point.

(at which the tangent
If we put :

=

(~) Apply the lemma that
point P , the cubic
I

.

being,

if a

right line ~ , touches
(where

must have P for
whereat is T.

a

sextactic

point,

a

conic T at

a

-

--

the

p is

a

constant)

osculating (i . s . , six-pointic)

conic
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(where III is an ic~~~eter~rza~cec~ paraineterj,
viiig (2) foi- x, jj ;

The equation (1), when
dently takes the forl11:

This will admit uf the

expressed

sr~~~rbolic

we

have,

in terms ut

on

sol.

evi-

form :

(where 1 is a eoimtant and 5’1 a conic), when and unly when
it is pm5ible to adjust the single I)at-aiiietet- it, (so long iiiidetermined) in such a ,vay that the eoeflicieuts of both U; and t~J
in (3) may vanish simultaneously.
For this to be possible, the necessary and sufficient cundition is to be derived by eqnating to zero the III - eliminant
of the two equations:
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aiid is

accordingly expres;ible

If, tllen, we interpret
lemma, quoted in the foot

the

in the form :

equation (4)
4, «Te

note to Art

i1 the liglit of the
reach the following

conclusions :

and

represents the condition for I’
point I as a sextactic point,

(i)

that (5)
circular

(ii)

that, subject to the condition
at I is

(~-)) ,

to have

the

the sextactic conic

g-iyen hy :

where

6. - Judging from considerations of synunetry, Bve readily
realise that the necessary and sufficient condition for F to have
the other circular point at infinity (~T) for a 4;P~tactic pniut is
i aud is
deducible froiii (4) ot Art 5
changing- i into
-

accordingly expressible

a~ :
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can

This condition being complied
be preaei&#x3E;ted in the !4)rn1:

with,

the sextactic conic at ~7

where

and

7. -

Amalgamating the reguits of Arts 4-6, we can readily
in the following forn1, the typical equation of a circular
cubic r, for which the three points at infinity ( h’ , 1, .I ) are
sextactic :

obtain,

it being’ tacitly understood that the coefficients ~, n~, h. ~· satisfv, the
three relations (6) of Art 4, (5) of Art 5 and (i) of Art 6.
Furthermore, subject to the afore-said conditions, the sextactic conies
S2) at 7~7, J are respectively :
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where

and

verify that the centres of aber(say, C, A, B) , answering to the points Ii’, 1, ~, are
respect ve!y given by :
Now it is

a

tame af~~ir to

and

Before we proceed further, it is easy to see that if two
sextactic points P, Q of a (bicursal) cubic be cognate (i. e . ,
co-tangential) the third sextactic point R, collinear with them
must also be c cognate » with them. If, on the other hand,
be fnoii-cogtiate3~ (sextactic) points, J~ also is «non-cognates

(3) As is well-hnown, the centi-e 0 of the osculating conic of any given
analytic curve (S~) at a point a is often designated as the centre of abe/"as the associated axis nf
rcznc,t~ of 2 (at x) and the line
When a

of
of

will trace out a curve (say, E), called the curi’e
which is often definable as the envelope of the
axis
The line
touchs 2 at P, which becomes a cusp (on E),
becomes a sextactic point on Q .

movea

aberraney.

as soon as a
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With them. This basic principle being borne in mind, (bicursal)
circular cubics (endowed with three sextactic points at infinity,
K, I, J) may, broadlv speaking, be divided into two distimt
species, according as the three sextactic points are K cognate »
or

iioti-cogiiate3- These two categories of circular cubics will

up

one

by

now

be taken

one.

Species L - iilieii K , I , ~l
non - cognate» , the cubic
of
Art
it
given by equation (1)
7,
being iwplied that the
cueffcieuts ~ , a , h , c are subject to three relations, 1’i);. (6 ) ot’
Art 4, (5) of Art 5 and (1) of Art (i . Plain reasoning shows
that the three centres of aberrancy C , A and B are all distinct
and are further collinear (i), the actual line of collinearity being
is

( 3 )&#x3E; &#x3E; 1 h (a’ + /)2) +

+

+ À 2 hi - 0 .

It may be noted that this line is ~ con jugate~ to the line
at infinity with respect to each of the sextactic conic ~S, ~.5~
at h , I and J .
Furthermore, the axes of aberranry at I and J (which are
none other than the
x -E- ~ l~ = p and x --- ? . l~ - 0)
intersect each other at the double focus. Interested readers Inav
pursue tliis investigation still further.

II. - When, howev er, 1(, I , .J are 4K cogi)ate &#x3E;.,
infinity is a harmonic polar of 1’ . Consequently,
common tangential, (which is an inflexion), is the double
line at

and at the
colnes

Raine

--

itx centre

0.

being

no

the
the

the cubic L’ beother titan the double focus

Accordingly

(t) This result is, in a sense, a conlirmation of G. D. I’JHAR’ s ohservation that the three centres of aberrancy 2013 called lilniting centres by him
answering to the three points at infinity of a plane cubic-lie on a ril!,ht
line. (Vide Bull.
Vols. XII - XIII). What is remar&#x3E;;able is
that this lemma, proved by BHAR only for cubics with three real points at
infinity, holds even when one of the points is real and the other two arc)

-

imaginary

circular

points

at

infinity.
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(0, 0) . Moreover
.

the

referred to the centre

of this central circular cubic,
assumes the simple form :

equation
as origin,

The three centres of abe~’ranc~’ being now obviol1~ly coinci(letlt with the double
(0, 0,, by virtue uf (2) of Art i ,
we arrive at the fo11()wiiio, theoren1 :

TH~onKM (I. --

m)at!’P

cubic has the three
it
7’Pll !l C’P
v’P.X,’tlZCt l P
the flotthlf’
lor its

(t (bicursa!)

(5). FurthernlOl’C,

IIl?ISt he

flu)

f’f’lltl’f’

(it

?)7 fl)lltl’

(or

its

centre.
also is true, Fur, from the equation (4) of a
The
it is manifest that the three points at incentral circular
J
are
1
,
~~
,
tir~it,v
co tangential, having the uoubie focus (0 , 0)
for ille con~ruoll tatigetitial and since tllc’ double foeus is all
sextactic points
illfle~iol,
a
We can now designate a
(circular) cubic,
three «cognate» sextactic points at
intPinfinity. In the succeeding articles we sliall be
iested in this variety of circular cubics.
?)ln)t

8. - At the very outset

we

511aI1 state

that the

lines of the

positiou,

lelllrna

elementary
() f

litt

type

(e) Apropos
which

all

(§a 14)

Ii

of Theorem

C,

one

may refer to

The necessary
is thatt the line ,It

« l’heory o f’ Planr

pro-

thus:

being
sHfti(~jünt

iiifiiiitv

he

a

for
harmonic

Vol, If. p.

a

to 111B

4]..

.
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in involution, if and
luatrix

are

be

equal

only if,

the rank of the

rectangular

to 2.

an immediate application, let us take the
of central circular cubic in the Cartesian torm :

general type

it being understood that the centre (which is an inf1~xi()n) has
been cliosen as the origin and the real asymptote as the .1/- axis.
The equations to the three (concentric) sextaetic conies at
infinity, ~~e~luoible from (5) of Art 4 , (G) of Art 5 and (2) of Art 6
(hy setting 1B == c 0) now assume the simple forms :
---

In view of the obvious

ideiitityr :

the above mentioned lemlna enables Ug to conclude that tire
three pairs of asymptotes of ,the tliree sextactic
(3),
(~1 are in involution. Consequently the three pairs of points of
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intersection of the above sextactic conies with the line at infinity
are also it illvultttiur~. Manifestly the foci (I’, J’) of this pointinvolution are the points, where the focal lines of the line-imolution formed by the as~~n1ptotes meet the line at infinity.
For obvious reasons, the d O I’ .1’ is self-conjugate with
respect to the three (eojieeiitric) sextactic conics at I~, I, ~T .
We are, therefore, led to the following theorem :
inter-

the line at

THEOHE1B1 I&#x3E;. - Thr
the three

at

infinity of

these

in
three

al
Ollt

(I.

e.

the

infinit!!

possess

o f’

of

n

the

tjm

a

with the li0?!lllP
opposite side

at

l,r.

1. - Genera,lisntion of Theorem D

by projection.

2. - Triad of sextactic conics for any liicursal cubic
cular or othenvise).

(cir-

_

10. - The above

prupositiol on central circular cubics admits
of easy generalisation through projective transformation, leading
ultimately to interesting results about the
type of
bicursal cubics. Suppose that 11 lo an l1nrf’stl’ieted hicursa] cubi(’,
of which ole of the (nine) inflexions is /1 and the associated
The three points, o,. , 19, -,,, where L
harmonic polar is
sextactic
II must I&#x3E;o «cognate»
points, having. A for their common
tangential. Let U, I’ and W be the sextactic conies of 11 at
a ,

respectively..

,

If vve now project two of the sextactic points
irltn the circular pO111tS at infinity (j3’ , y’) ~ it is clear
hands that 11 will project into a central circular cubic rl’ ,
Bvi1l1 be thp. projection
centre (i , ~ . ,
whose real point at infinity - which is none other than

’I

on

y)
all

and
a
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tactic

*

poilt - will be the projection of a . Further the osculating
J71, 1,V’, answering to the three points (at infinity)
a’, ~’, 7’ of n’ will be simply the projection of the sextactic
conics U, Y’, W, belonging to R .
Appealing to Theorem D on central circular cubics, we
promptly perceive that the three sextactic conics
Y’, T~’ of
FT possess a common self-conjugate triangle, one of whose vertices
is at A’, the opposite side being- located along the line at infinity
y’) and that the intersections of the line at infinity. witll
~7B J7’, l~’ are in iiivottitioii. Now since polarity and illvolotioll
are
propei’ties, v4~e may safetv conclude that the three
sextactic conics, belonging to 11 , possess a common self - conjugate
triangle, one of whose vertices is located at A , the opposite side
coinciding in position with the associated harmonic polar L
and that I, nieets lJ, V, W iii points of involution. It is iieedles.-,
to point out that though
1,7’,
(of I1’) are concentric,
for
their
C001ffiOll
A’
centre, IT, 1’, 14’, (of 11) do not
having
a
common
centre.
necessarily possess
Remarking that the projective contrivance described in the
previous paragraph is applicable to the triad of « cogtlate »
sextactic conies, attaching to
one of the nine points of inflexiou with an associated harluonic polar, we can finalise our
conics

results in the undermentioned form :

THKORRM E. - Each o f the, nine
sPx~t~ctic
of
a
bacrcrsal
cc
cubic
of
possesses
.sel f which has the associated ~~t flPxin~t foi
o f ’its
the
side
tlze
being
I
olyositP
hannao~aic
.su.ch triad of sea tactic
lncrther~no~~e,
i~l
the attached
polar in

*

Manifestly,

invariant

the inflexional

or

sextactic character of

during projective transformation.

a

point remains

